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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the GeneralTheory, the consumption function, relating the level of consumption
to "income ", has been a standard part of macroeconomic theory. In the usual analysis,
the measure of " income " that is employed in the determination of the level of consumption
is Disposable Income. Why is this chosen as the relevant measure of income? Presumably
because the consumption function is derived from an aggregation over individual demands,
and individuals base their decisions upon a microeconomic measure of income that is
similar to the macroeconomic Disposable Income. But if this is in fact how the consumption function is derived, i.e., if it results from an aggregation over individual demands,2
then income of individuals is not correctly represented by Disposable Income, for capital
gains are excluded. Individuals can consume or save out of capital gains just as they can
consume or save out of wage or interest income. Indeed, if capital gains could be perfectly
foreseen (and there were equal tax treatment), then individuals would be indifferentbetween
interest income and capital gains. That tax advantages can make a dollar of expected
capital gains preferable to a dollar of dividend or interest income for some individuals is
evidence that expected capital gains do enter individuals' calculations. One individual
buys IBM shares and receives a return in the form of capital gains; another individual
buys AT & T shares and receives a return in the form of dividends. Clearly the former
is as much a part of " income " as the latter.
Thus, when expectations about price changes are fulfilled, the measure of income that
would seem to be relevant for the determination of consumption is Disposable Income plus
capital gains.3 We call this definition of income IndividualPurchasingPower 4 (_ Disposable Income+ Capital Gains). Individual Purchasing Power is equal to the value of
consumption that is consistent with zero change in the value of individuals' wealth.
This definition of income has a long tradition; it is that proposed in 1921 by Robert
Murray Haig [4]: consumption plus the change in the value of (individuals') wealth.5
The Department of Commerce definition of Disposable Income is equivalent to consumption plus the value of the change in wealth. The difference between the two is capital
gains.6
1 K. Shell gratefullyacknowledgesthe support of the Ford Foundation Faculty ResearchFellowship
programme. The Editorshave the sad duty of reportingthat M. Sidrauskidied on 31st August 1968.
2 On the other hand, the consumption function could be thought to be the result of government
action. As in Solow's model [12], fiscal and monetarypolicy might be such that the level of savings (and
investment)is a given fraction of Disposable Income. But this is a peculiarpolicy for the governmentto
pursue, and this approach obviates at least the short-run macroeconomicanalysis, which attempts to
separategovernmentactivityfrom individualactivity.
3 When expectationsare not fulfilled,that part of capital gains which is foreseenought to be included;
that part which is not foreseenhas to be treateddifferently.
4 Previous authors, particularlyin the theory of money and growth, have employed similar income
measuresin the consumptionfunction. See, for example,Tobin [13]. But the problem of capital gains
arisesnot only in monetaryeconomies; it arises in any economy in which there is a store of value (e.g.,
capital) whose relativeprice changes.
5 In U.S. personal income taxation there are two importantviolations of the doctrine that taxation
dependupon the Haig (and our!) measureof income: (1) Capital gains are taxed only when " realized",
and (2) The rate of taxation on realized capital gains is lower than the rate of taxation on wages and
dividends. The first violation is rationalizedin terms of ease of administration,etc., while the second
violation is rationalizedas encouragementto risk-bearing. The recent Report of the Royal Commission
on Taxationessentiallyproposes that Canada'spersonal income taxation be based upon Haig's definition.
6 This is correct only if the value of human wealth is excluded. Since markets for " capitalizing"
human wealth are notoriously imperfect,this assumptionmay not be unacceptable.
15
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We do not want to embarkhere on a discussionof whetherin fact savings as a
function of income, properlydefined,is a reasonabledescriptionof how the individual
(or the economy)behaves. In the contextof a dynamiceconomy,it is clearthat if perfect
borrowingand lendingmarketsexist, then wealth is a much better index of individual
welfarethan income.' Nor do we want to discugswhetherindividualsbehaveaccording
to " rules" (like consumptiona fixed fractionof " income") or whetherthey maximize
their intertemporalutilities. But it does seem to us that if individualsfollow the simple
rule of consuminga fixed fraction of income, then the relevantdefinitionof income
is what we have calledIndividualPurchasingPower.
The purposeof this paperis to considerthe implicationsfor the traditionalmodels
of economicgrowthof this reformulationof the consumptionfunction. First,we consider
the two-sectorgrowthmodel proposedby Meade and more fully articulatedby Uzawa.
Althoughlong-runbalancedgrowthis unchanged,the dynamicsare considerablyaltered
by ourreformulation.We showhow the dynamicsof the Solow-Swan,one-sectoreconomy
are altered,althoughagain long-runbalancedgrowth is unaffected. When, however,a
second store of value, for example, governmentdebt, is introduced,not only are the
dynamicsaffectedbut also the long-runequilibriummay be altered. Moreover,in none
of the models that we have treated is dynamicbehaviourinvariant to " the choice of
value of savingsis a constantfraction
numeraire"; the model in which the consumption
units is quite differentfrom the model in
of PurchasingPower measuredin consumption
which the capitalgoods value of savings is a constant fraction of PurchasingPower
measuredin capital goods units-and so forth.

2. THE TWO-SECTORMODEL
The marketvalue W of the existingstock of capitalin termsof consumptiongoods is
definedby
W=pK,

...(2.1)

whereK is the capitalstock, andp is the marketpriceof capitalin termsof consumption.
In the introduction,we arguedthat in an economy in which individualsare indifferent
betweenreturnsin the form of factorrewardsand in the form of capitalgains,the appropriatedefinitionof incomefrom an individualpoint of view is the value of factorrewards
plus expectedcapital gains due to expectedchangesin the relativeprices less the value
of the depreciationof the stock of physicalcapital. We havecalledthis measureof income
IndividualPurchasingPower and now denote it by Yso that
=

YC+pYI-ppK+ peK

=

Y-pK

+ peK,

...(2.2)

where Yc and YI are respectivelythe output of consumptionand investment, Y is the
consumptionvalue of output(equalto the value of factorrewards),,u > 0 is the constant
relativerate of depreciationof capital,and pe is the expectedrate of changein the consumption price of capital. If expectationsabout price changes are always realized,
pe = p, and if individualsattemptto save a constantfractions of PurchasingPower,then
from (2.2) demandfor savingsis
s[ Y+jpK-p4uK].

Realizedsavingsare equalto the changein the value of wealth,
W= pk+pK.

... (2.3)

In marketequilibrium,then
pk+Kp = s[Y+PK-p1tK],
I

Cf. Samuelson[9].
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with 0<s<1. Our savings hypothesisis consistent with that of Uzawal only when
individualsexpectthat priceswill not changeand that capitalwill not depreciate.
Momentary Equilibrium. Denote per capita quantities by lower-case letters.

The

heavy curve in Fig. 1 is the productionpossibilityfrontier(PPF) correspondingto the
value of the capital-labourratio k. If competitiveproducersmaximizeprofits,then given
k, the price ratiop determinesper capita outputof investmentand consumption,y1 (k,p)
and yc(k, p). If capital intensitiesare unequal,along the PPF, yI is a strictly concave
functionof yc. Therefore,given k, if efficientcapitalintensitiesin the two sectorsdiffer,
the per capita compositionof output is uniquelydeterminedby p. If capital intensities

yc

y(k, p)
(k P)
YCy0(k,p)

I

(-P)
~~~SLOPE

yI (k, p)

YI

y(k,p)/p
FRuRE 1

are equal, the PPF is a straight-linesegmentand the per capita compositionof outputis
uniquelydeterminedif and only if p is unequalto minus the;slope of the (straightline)
PPF.2

If capitalintensitiesdiffer,the labourforceL, the capitalstock K, and the priceratiop
uniquely determine YI and Yc and hence Y = YC+p YI and K

YI-UK.

Therefore

market,given
(2.4) can be solved for the uniquep whichwill clearthe savings-investment

1 In [14], Uzawa assumes that gross savings are a constant fraction of the value of gross national
product Y.
The discretetime analogue to equation (2.4) is
Pt(Kt+ at-Kt)+ (Pt JMA-Pt)KtS = sLt Y( pt, Kt, Lt)- AtPt +AttkKt+ (Pt+ at-Pt)Kt1,
where Y(pt+At, Kt, Lt) is the consumptionvalue of the averagerate of output produced in the period
[t, tA At]. Dividingby At and taking the limit as At-S yields (2.4). The discretetime analogueleads to
the following interpretation: Today's prices are inherited from yesterday,while tomorrow'sprices are
determinedin today's consumptiongoods market.
2 Even though momentaryequilibriummay not be uniquelydetermined,the system is always causal.
Causalitywill be discussedin more detail in the next section on the one-sectormodel.
B
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the inheritedendowmentsof capital and labour, and the inheritedprice ratio. Notice
then a majordifferencebetweenour formulationof the two-sectormodel and that of the
previous two-sector models. In the previous models, determinationof momentary
equilibrium(given factor endowments)involves findinga price ratio that will clear the
market. In our model, however,the economy inheritsprices as well as endowments.
Determinationof momentaryequilibriuminvolvesfindingthe rate of changein theprice
ratiothat will equatesupplyand demand.
Dynamics. As usual, we assumethat labourL is growingat the exogenouslygiven
relativerate n. For ease of exposition,we assumethat the rate of depreciation,u = O.1
Then differentialequation(2.4) can be rewrittenas
pk/L = sy-(1-s)pk.

...(2.5)

Whenthe supplyand demandfor investmentgoods are equalK = YI, and (2.5) reducesto
sy(k, p) - pyl(k, p) _ p[(w + rk)(s/p)- y1(k, p)]

...(2.6)

(1- s)k

(1 -s)k

wherew is the wage rate, r is the rentalsrate on capital,and y = w+ rk. Sincek
and IK/L= yI, capitalaccumulationis givenby

k=

y1(k, p)-nk.

KIL
...(2.7)

Differentialequations(2.6) and (2.7) completelydescribethe laws of motion in our twosector economy. k and p uniquelydeterminey and y, and hence uniquelydetermine
p and k.
In order to simplifythe analysis,in what follows we assumethat the consumption
goods industryis alwaysmore capital intensivethan the investmentgoods industry. A
balancedgrowthpathis definedby p = 0 = k. Sincethereareno capitalgainsin balanced
growth, our balancedgrowth state is identicalto that of Uzawa [14]. If production
functions satisfy the Inada conditions and the capital-intensityhypothesis,then there
exists a non-trivialbalancedgrowth state.2 That is, borrowingfrom Uzawa [14], we
know that thereexists a positive(k*,p*) such that
sy(k*, p*) = p*yj(k*, p*)

and
Yi(k*,p*)

=

nk*.

We shall now prove that in our model, if the capital-intensityhypothesisis satisfied,the
non-trivialbalanced growth equilibrium(k*, p*) is locally stable. Taking the linear
Taylor approximation3 of the system of differentialequations (2.6) and (2.7) about
(k*, p*) yields
Ok
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(Px P* )

where the expressions in the 2 x 2 matrix are evaluated at (k*, p*). If x is a characteristic
1 This latter assumptionwill be relaxed in section 4. Indeed, combining the assumptionp >O with
n = 0 will have importantwelfareimplicationsfor the economy that follows the savingsrule (2.4).
2 See [14], pp. 111-112. It is importantto notice, however,that out of balancedgrowth,the dynamics
of our model differsfrom that in [14]. The proof of the existenceof a balancedgrowthpath uses the Inada
assumptionsabout the productionfunctions.
3 It is a well-knownproposition in two-sector theory (see e.g. [14]) that, when the capital-intensity
hypothesisis satisfiedand when both goods are produced,the price ratio p uniquelydeterminesthe wagerentals ratio which in turn uniquely determinesthe respectivecapital intensitiesin the two sectors; thus
uniquely determiningthe wage rate w and the rentalsrate r independentof k. Thus 9r/9k = 0 = 1w/0k.
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root correspondingto the system(2.8), then
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It follows immediately from Fig. 1 that (8yi) >0 and 8(sy/p) <0.
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And from Rybczynski's theorem,l we know that, under our capital-intensity hypothesis,
Oy1/8k<O. Therefore, the sum of the characteristicroots is negative while the product of
the roots is positive. Thus the non-trivial equilibrium (k*, p*) is shown to be locally stable,
and thus in this case (k*, p*) is globally stable. Furthermore, since the non-trivial equilibrium is stable, it is unique.2
The full dynamics of the system (2.6)-(2.7) are depicted in the phase diagram of Fig. 2.
-f1(k1) <0 when
e
Okc-k

1 See [8], pp. 337-338. In the notation of [14], yi = kc-k f1(k1) so that -Yk
=
Ak
kc > k1.
2

And thereforewhen non-trivialequilibriaexist, the trivialequilibria(with k

=

0) are not stable.
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Incompletespecializationpricesp(k) and p(k)-the absolutevaluesof the respectiveslopes
of the PPF at the cornerYI = 0 andthe cornery, = 0-are indicatedas increasingfunctions
of k.' Above p(k) the economy specializesto productionof the capital good; by (2.6)
p<0, and by (2.7) k 2 0 as k S k, where Kis the maximumsustainablecapital-labour
ratio definedby f1(k) = nk. Below p(k) the economy specializesto productionof the
consumptiongood, so that k <0 and p >0. The p = 0 curvemust, of course,alwayslie
between p(k) and p(k). To the left of k, the k = 0 curve must lie between p(k) and p(k)
but at k, the k = 0 locus must cut the p(k) curve. Consequentlyat the uniquenon-trivial
equilibrium(k*,p*), the positiveslope of the k = 0 curvemustbe greaterthanthe positive
slope of the p = 0 curve. Thus, as is shown in Fig. 2, economiesinitiallyendowedwith
a positivecapital-labourratio tend asymptoticallyto the (k*,p*) equilibrium.
3. THE ONE-SECTORMODEL
We can also study the implicationsof our reformulationof the neo-classicalsavings
hypothesisin terms of the Solow-Swan,one-sectormodel (whichis a specialcase of the
two-sectormodel with equal factor intensities). Momentaryequilibriumrequiresthat
the value of savingsbe a constantfractionof IndividualPurchasingPower i.
CG+pK = s2,

...(3.1)

wherep is the marketconsumptionprice of capital and expectedcapital gains CG are
equal to pK under the assumptionthat expectationsabout price changes are fulfilled.
S = Y+ CG, where Y = max (1, p)Q is the consumptionvalue of output, and Q is the
quantityof outputin physicalunits. SettingCG = pK yields
s[max (1, p)Q+pK] = pK+ppK,

... (3.2)

(1-s)[max (1, p)Q+pK] = C,

...(3.3)

or
where C denotesconsumption. If p< 1, the economyis specializedto the productionof
the consumptiongood whichimplies,in the absenceof depreciation,that K = 0. Hence,
for (3.2) to hold whenp < 1, capital gains must be positive,fp> 0. On the other hand,
p>1 impliesthat the economy is specializedto the productionof the investmentgood,
C = 0. Hence from (3.3) p> 1 implies that fi<0. Letting Q/L = f(k), we have that
k==-nk
for p<l

f(k)}
{p =hs
1-s k

...(3.4)

and

{k =f(k)-nk}
P f(k)
p

k

Lfor

p> 1.

... (3.5)

J

If p < 1, k is fallingso that the averageproductof capital(f(k)lk) is rising2 and thus from
(3.4) we know that p is increasingfaster than a constant absoluterate so that in finite
time p = 1. If p> 1, (f(k)/k) is eitherrising or boundedfrom below by (f(k)lk) where
Kis the maximumsustainablecapital-labourratio definedby f (k) = nk. Hence from
(3.5) we know that when p> 1, p falls faster than a constant relativerate. That is, if
initiallyp is differentfrom unity,p will becomeunity in finitetime.
1 That p(k) and p3(k)are increasingfunctions of k when the factor intensityhypothesis is satisfied is
proved by Oniki and Uzawa [6] using the techniquesdevelopedby Johnson [5].
2 Assumingthat f '(k)> 0 whilef "(k)< 0.
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Whathappenswhenp is equalto unity? Since
k = sf(k)-(1-s)pk-nk,

for p = 1,

...(3.6)

every point of the PPF is a possiblemomentaryequilibrium. If p>0 (or <0) for more
than " a moment", p will then differfrom unity. But we know that as soon as p differs
from unity, it moves towardunity. Assuming,as we have throughout,that p is a continuousfunctionof time,thenit followsthatifp = 1, thenp : 0 onlyfor isolatedmoments.
Thus, although momentaryequilibriumis not unique whenp = 1, the system is causal: If

everp is equalto unity,it will remainat unityand k = sf(k)-nk excepton a set of measure
zero.
If p = 1 and p = 0, thereare no capitalgainsand the economybehavesjust as Solow
describedit. That is,
f(k)
k

n as
t-+oo.
s

Thus, in the one-sectormodelthe uniquelong-runbalancedgrowthequilibriumis globally
stable.
Government
Debt. In the simpletwo-commodityclosed economy,the possibilityof
specializationis little more than a curiosum. Therefore,Solow'somissionof prices (and
thus capital gains) in the one-sectormodel was not unjustified. On the other hand, if
there exists a secondstore of value, for example,governmentdebt, the possibilityof zero
investmentis no longera merecuriosum.
Again, we take consumptionas the numeraireso that
W= Pk+PBB+CG,

... (3.7)

whereB (for bonds) is the nominalstock of governmentdebt andPBis the consumption
price of a bond. If CG denotesappreciationin the consumptionvalue of assets,then
CG = fiK+IpBB.

...(3.8)

Assume that the nominalrate of intereston governmentbonds is zero.' Then, for the
asset marketto be in momentaryequilibriumit is requiredthat both assetsyield the same
rate of return,i.e.,
p + max (1, p)f' = PB
...(3.9)
P

p

PB

Equation(3.9) states that both assets must have the same rental plus price appreciation
per consumptionunit.2 If both goods are produced,then the marketprice of capital
must equal the marketpriceof outputwhichin turn must equalthe marketprice of consumption,i.e., p = 1. Let 0 = B/B be the increasein the nominalsupplyof bonds and
b = pBB/L be the consumptionvalueof theper capitastock of bonds. Thenfrom(3.7) and
(3.8), if we assumeI that the consumptionvalue of the community'ssavings(changein
the value of wealth) is a constant fraction s of the consumptionvalue of Individual
PurchasingPower4 (outputplus the changein the value of wealth),
k/k = sf(k)/k-(1-S)[0 + (PB/pB)]blkn.
1 Indeed, the readermay think of this non-interestbearingdebt as " money " in an economy in which
there are no transactionsnor liquiditypreferencedemandsfor money.
2 Our model is easily extendedto the case wherebonds are more liquid than capital. Then the demand
for bonds would dependon the rates of returnon bonds as well as on capital,but then, in general,equation
(3.9) would not hold. See [11] and [13].
3 We assumethroughoutthat individualsinstantaneouslyadjusttheirexpectationsabout price changes.
That is, expected right-handtime derivativesof price are set equal to actual left-handderivatives. If p(t)
is continuouslydifferentiable,then instantaneousadjustmentis equivalentto short-runperfect foresight.
4 Since governmentexpendituresare equal to zero, the rate of increase in the outstandingstock of
bonds is equal to the governmentbudget deficitwhich in turn equals transfersminus taxes. Thus,
: =pK+fiBB+pBB+max (1, p)Q.
If both goods are produced,then p a 1 and p) = 0.
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Sincewe are only consideringthe case whereboth goods are producedp _ 1, from (3.9)
we have that
f=

and therefore

PB/PB

k/k = sf(k)/k-(1 - s)[O+f'(k)](b/k)-n
. .(3.1O)
Logarithmictime differentiationyields
...(3.11)
b=[f'(k)+O-n]b,
from (3.9) and the definitionof b.
We analyze the dynamicbehaviourof the system (3.10)-(3.11)assumingthat the
governmentpursuesalpolicy of a constantrate of expansionof the nominal supply of
bonds, i.e., the case when 0 is a givenconstant. From (3.11), b = 0 if and only if
f'(k) = n-0.

If the productionfunction is neoclassicaland satisfies the Inada conditions, then for
n>O, there exists a uniquevalue k* of the capital-labourratio that yields a stationaryto
(3.11) for b 7 0, i.e.,
f'(k*) = n-0>0.

This is indicatedin the phase diagramof Fig. 3. For k>k*, b is decreasing,for k<k*,

J

>O
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<

k<O

b<

>*;

f
S-~

0

b=O

X

>Z

,

<O
~~~~~~k

o
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b is increasing. Settingthe left-handside of (3.10) equalto zero and substitutingk* for
k shows that the stationarysolution (b*, k*) to differentialequations(3.10) and (3.11)
is uniqueand that b* is givenby
b*= sf(k*) - nk*

(1-s)n
If b = 0, k = 0 if sf(k) = nk. Therefore,there exists a secondnon-trivialbalanced
growthequilibrium1 whichis denotedin Fig. 3 by the point (0, k**),wheresf(k**)= nk**.
It shouldbe noted that b* 2 0 as k* S k**.
In what follows, it is assumedthat the productionfunctionf(Q) and the parameters
n and 0 are suchthat b* is positive.2 Settingk = 0, implicitdifferentiationof (3.10)yields
(dk

-

kdblk = o

(1-s)[0 +f '(k)]
"(k)
sf '(k)-n-(1-s)bf

which is unsigned,althoughunderour assumptionsthe -= 0 locus intersectsthe b = 0
locus exactlyonce.3 From Fig. 3, we see that to the rightof the k = 0 curve,k is decreasing; to the left of the k = 0 curve,k is increasing. Thus, the equilibrium(b*, k*) is a
saddlepoint. That is, given initial endowmentsK(0), L(0), B(0) there exists only one
initial assignmentof the price of bondsPB(O) that will lead the economyto the non-trivial
balancedgrowthstatewith bonds,(b*,k*). As in the modelsof Cagan[1], Sidrauski[11],
Hahn [2], and Shell and Stiglitz [10], there is nothing in the model so far presentedto
ensurethat this uniqueinitialpricebe " chosen" by the economy. The Solow zero bond
equilibrium(0, k**) is, on the other hand, locally stable.
Pathsnot convergingto the (b*,k*)equilibriumeither(a) convergeto the Solow(0, k**)
balancedgrowthequilibriumor (b) in finite time have such large capital gains that real
investmentgoes to zero. In Fig. 3, we haveindicatedby a dashedcurvethe locus of points
along which all of output is consumedwhile p = 1. To the right of the dashedcurvep
must be less than unity. Along the dashedcurve
b=

sf(k)

(1 -s)[0+f'(k)]

and

db
sf'(k)
sf(k)f"(k) >0 for O<k<k* or 0 2 0.
dk ((1-s)[0 f'(k)]
(1-s)[O +f'(k)]2
Considera trajectorycrossingthe dashed line from the left with p = 1. The asset
market clearingequation is AB/PB = (fl'p)+(j3/p) and thereforethe savings-investment
equationyields
p[(sf/(l - s)b)-0] -f'
(pk/b)+1
Withp < l, k/k =-n<0
and in finitetime k<k* so that in finitetime
(f '/p)+0-n>f `+ 0-n>0.
Since (b/b) = 0-n+(f'/p)+(p/p),

d(pk/b) <0. So p <1 falls faster than at a constant
dt
absoluterate, and thus the priceof capitalgoes to zero in finitetime.
1 The Solow zero-bondsequilibrium.
2 It is interestingto notice that if the governmentsets a too high (greaterthan n), then thereis no steady

state solution in whichthe publicholds bonds. Thereis nothingunreasonableabout b < 0. The government
is both a creditorand a debtor to the public (e.g., FederalHome Mortgages),and b < 0 means that credits
exceed debits.
3 For k to equal zero, b sf(k)-nk _; b = 0 if sf = nk,and rim(b)k O = 0. (Observe that
-k-b.0
i s
k(k),'
(1
s) +f
alongk = 0 b is single valued in k, but k is not single valued in b.)
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But if capitalis freelydisposablewhenp = 0, p ? 0. Sincef '> 0, the rate of return
on capitalis then infinite. Rememberthat asset marketclearancerequiresthat
(WP/)+(f '/P) =

BPB/

So with p = 0 and PB> 0, p and PB must be discontinuousand expectationsabout price
changesmustbe frustrated. For a detailedanalysisof this type of problemandits implications for competitivegrowth,see Shell and Stiglitz[10].
Two importantfeaturesof this economy distinguishit from our extensionsof the
Solow one-sectormodeland the Uzawatwo-sectormodel. First,the long-runequilibrium
model shareswith
(b*, k*) is a saddlepoint. This is a propertythat the government-debt
any competitivemodel with more than one asset and an asset marketclearingequation
consistentwith the hypothesisthat individualsinstantaneouslyadjust their expectations
about price changes.' Second,even when there is no increasein the nominalsupply of
economythe inclusionof assetappreciation
bonds,i.e., when0 = 0, in the government-debt
implies that the long-runequilibriumcapital-labourratio will be less than in the correspondingno-bondeconomy.2

4. FURTHER IMPLICATIONSOF THE INDIVIDUAL PURCHASING
POWER SAVINGS HYPOTHESIS
Units in whichPurchasingPower is Reckoned. Unlike most of the neoclassical growth

models, many of, the importantqualitativeand quantitativepropertiesof the models
treatedin this paperdependcruciallyupon the units in whichour conceptof " income"
is defined. For example,in the one- and two-sectormodels, if the changein the capital
goods value of wealthis assumedto be a constantfractionof the capitalgoods value of
PurchasingPower, then developmentof the economy will be very differentfrom that
describedin Sections2 and 3. Indeed,if PurchasingPoweris reckonedin capitalgoods
units, then since capitalgains are zero, the storieswill be just as Solow and Uzawa told
them.
On the otherhand, in our economywith governmentdebt, sincethereare two assets,
there is no choice of PurchasingPowerunit that will eliminatethe phenomenonof asset
appreciation. Considercases in which the price of the consumptiongood is equal to
the price of the capital good. Since B is non-interestbearinggovernmentdebt, we can
think of it as " money". If PurchasingPower is reckonedin consumption(or capital
goods) units, then
C = (1-S)[Q+PBB+pBBB]

....(4.1)

If, however,PurchasingPoweris reckonedin moneyunits, then
7tC= (1-s)[7rQ+B+iK],

... (4.2)

where ir is the money price of output (equal to the money prices of consumptionand
capital). Notice that these two specificationsof the consumptionfunction are fundamentallydifferent. Underspecification(4.1),the largerthe rateof inflation(i.e.,the smaller
1 See Hahn [2] and Shell and Stiglitz [10]. Thereis an importantdifferencebetweenthe growthmodel
with governmentdebt and the heterogeneouscapital goods models treatedin [10]. In the heterogeneous
capital goods models, on all paths not tending to balanced growth, expectationsabout price changes are
frustratedin finite time. In the model with governmentdebt, expectations are not frustratedon paths
tending to the k-axis. This is because we assumedthat the own rate of intereston bonds is zero. In the
heterogenouscapital goods model given initial endowments,one and only one assignmentof initial prices
is consistentwith non-disappointmentof expectations; in the governmentdebt model, many (but not all)
initial price assignmentsare consistentwith non-disappointmentof expectations.
2 So " government debt matters" in the sense that its inclusion affects the long-run equilibrium
capital-labourratio, the dynamic stability of the system and, of course, the adjustmentpath. See also
Tobin [13] and Sidrauski[11].
If b* < 0, the long-runcapital-labourratio is greaterthan in the correspondingno-bond equilibrium.
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the smaller is consumption C, while under specification (4.2), the larger the rate of
inflation Ai,the larger is consumption C.
In what units do individuals reckon Purchasing Power? Money is the most convenient
unit of accounting. In a world with many commodites and many assets, individuals may
find it convenient to follow the simple decision rule: Save a given percentage of the money
value of Purchasing Power. But, of course, following such a rule will imply money
illusion.'

PB),

Depreciation. In their survey article, Hahn and Matthews [3] have called attention
to the problems raised by depreciation: Are gross savings a constant fraction of gross
income or are net savings a constant fraction of net income? It should be clear that the
behaviour of the economy in the short run and in the long run depends upon which of
these assumptions is chosen. For example, in the one-sector model when the price of
consumption is equal to the price of capital, the " net-net " hypothesis yields

k = s[f(k)-Mk]-nk.
If population is not growing, n = 0, the "net-net " economy asymptotically tends to zero
consumption. And it is this " net-net assumption which agrees with our hypothesis
that the net change in wealth is a constant fraction of Purchasing Power.2
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